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November 2017

Vision for TEI program reform
• Families, children and young people’s needs are met
earlier to prevent the escalation of need.
• Families are able to access support earlier in the lives
of their children and young people, and are
empowered to live independent meaningful lives.
• Risk factors that lead to child abuse and neglect and
domestic family violence are addressed earlier.
• Aboriginal children, young people and families have
access to effective and culturally safe support and
services.
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Commissioning Timeline April 2017 – June 2020
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Contracting Timelines
Special conditions:
- Participate in local planning
- Negotiate and agree on TEI specific
Program Level Agreement, Service
Delivery Schedule and Transition Plan
- Implement TEI specific data collection
and reporting systems
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Friday, December 8, 2017
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TEI Transition
• A Transition Plan will be included within
the Service Delivery Schedule template
• The transition monitoring and review
process is under development
• Details of the process will be available
before TEI contract negotiations
commence
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Support the Sector to transition
Sector Assistance Strategy
•

•
•

•

The TEI Sector Assistance Strategy aims to support existing TEI funded services to
effectively and confidently transition to the new TEI program. The Strategy will deliver
assistance in two stages.
The Strategy has two stages:
Stage One (1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018) will assist services transition through the TEI
commissioning process and through activities like: local planning; contracting; transition
planning and implementation; establishing the new data collection; and implementing
new reporting systems and performance measures.
Stage Two (1 July 2018 – 30 June 2020) will support further activities within the reform
implementation, such as: improving cultural capabilities; building the TEI service delivery
evidence base; enhancing local planning processes; working with the sector to embed
evidence-informed practice within the program; common systems and processes; sectorwide training needs; and developing sector capability.

Support the Sector to transition
Sector Assistance Strategy
• Stage One assistance measures are classified into five focus areas:
o Information on TEI commissioning
o Strengthening local practice
o Workforce and skills development
o Organisational development
o Aboriginal sector capacity building.
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